In recent years there has been an increased interest in the study of periodic waveguide structures, including waveguide arrays, optically induced lattices, and fiber arrays [1, 2] . Such systems are known to support extended Floquet-Bloch modes [3] . Anderson showed that by introducing disorder in periodic configurations, the linear modes may become spatially localized [4] . The transition between localized and extended modes depends on the dimensionality of the problem as well as on the position of the eigenvalue inside the band structure. The main application of this theory is to investigate electrical transport phenomena in condensed matter physics [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Optical waveguide lattices provide an excellent environment for the study of the competition between disorder and nonlinearity. Experimentally, light propagation in disordered two-dimensional (2D) arrays of mutually coupled fibers is reported [9] , while in [10] an experimental observation of Anderson localization in a perturbed periodic potential is observed. The linear and the nonlinear evolution in an Anderson model of optical waveguides has also been investigated in [11] . Theoretically, discrete nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) type models have been examined for the study of discrete breather formation in random lattices [12] . Recently, a lattice NLS equation modeling disordered waveguide arrays in one dimension has been studied [13] . In particular, families of disordered lattice solitons (DLSs) were analyzed and categorized to a few classes with the same qualitative properties.
In this Letter, we investigate the properties of solitons supported by 2D disordered lattices. We find that each family of solutions shares common properties with a large number of families (forming a class). Thus, by examining typical examples from each class, one can understand the behavior of all the families included. Families of DLS originate from linear modes, which as the power increases may become less localized/delocalized owing to resonant interactions with the modes of the linearized lattice. Interestingly enough these latter modes do not have a low power threshold, in contrast with 2D solitons in periodic media [14] . In addition, families of highly confined DLS exist in each waveguide of the lattice and for both signs of the nonlinearity. All of these families of solutions, except one, exhibit a lower power threshold.
In the paraxial limit, the propagation of an optical wave in a 2D Kerr medium in normalized units is given by
where is the complex amplitude of the field, x, y, and z are the transverse and the propagation coordinates, ␥ is the Kerr coefficient, and the potential V͑x , y͒ is proportional to the refractive index. In our simulations we use a square domain −L /2ഛ x , y ഛ L / 2 with L = 16. The results are not affected by the type of boundary conditions used (periodic or zero); however, periodic boundaries are preferred to avoid surface effects. Equation (1) conserves the total power P = ͉͐u͉ 2 dxdy and the Hamiltonian. The disordered potential V͑x , y͒ can model the index distribution in optically induced lattices [15, 16] , fiber arrays [9] , or waveguides in bulk glasses [17] . In particular, we choose V = V p + rV d , where
is a square periodic (each side is equal to 2),
is a random potential, and ␣ j 1 ,j 2 , x,j 1 ,j 2 , y,j 1 ,j 2 are realizations of the uncorrelated random variables
while r is a deterministic real parameter that determines the degree of disorder in the lattice. Assuming stationary solutions of the form = u͑x , y͒exp͑−iEz͒ the real nonlinear eigenvalue problem ͑E + V͑x͒͒u + u xx + u yy + ␥u 3 = 0 is derived. Solutions of this latter equation are obtained using Newton's iteration scheme.
In Fig. 1(a) a typical disordered potential of 64 waveguides is shown for V 0 = 20 and r = 6. Through the rest of this Letter we are going to use this particular configuration unless stated otherwise. The linear modes and their eigenvalues are derived numerically. In Fig. 1 (b) the first 150 eigenvalues ͑E j , j =1, ... ,150͒ forming a band structure are shown in increasing E order. The potential depth V 0 = 20 is chosen so that a well-defined complete bandgap opens up between the first and the second band. Notice that the first band contains as many linear modes as the lattice waveguides (64). Typical profiles of the linear modes are shown in Figs. 1(d)-1(f). Modes located in the first band edges are in general narrower as compared to modes in the middle of the band. Furthermore, linear modes become less localized as E increases. We computed the bandgap structure as a function of the disorder parameter r and found that the bands become wider and the bandgaps narrower as r increases. In Fig. 1(c) the average band edges taken over ten different disordered potential realizations are shown. For r տ 12 essentially the bandgap disappears.
Families of DLS that are highly confined in one waveguide exist for both signs of the nonlinearity and for every waveguide in the lattice. In the selffocusing case, such modes have eigenvalues located in the semi-infinite bandgap of the band structure. In Fig. 2(a) a typical power versus eigenvalue diagram is shown. The corresponding DLS for E = 5 is presented in Fig. 2(b) . In Fig. 2 (c) the P − E curves of all 64 families of solutions are depicted. All the families of solutions except one exhibit lower power thresholds. (They also exhibit upper power thresholds, since as E decreases the solutions asymptotically take the Townes soliton profile.) The only family of solutions that does not have a lower power threshold asymptotically takes the form of the linear mode 1 as E → E 1 (and P → 0).
In a similar fashion, in the self-defocusing case, 64 different families of DLS exist. Each one of these families is highly confined in a different waveguide of the lattice. A necessary requirement for such solutions to exist is the presence of a wide-enough bandgap. The DLS eigenvalues reside in the first bandgap as well as in the second band [Fig 3(a) ]. When the eigenvalue is located inside the bandgap the DLSs are strongly confined into one waveguide, and their amplitude phase-difference between first neighbor waveguides is . However, as E increases and enters the second band the solutions exhibit bifurcations with linear modes and, as a result, they become broader/delocalized. All the families of solutions except one exhibit a lower power threshold. The only family of solutions that does not have a lower power threshold takes the form of linear mode 64 [shown in Fig. 1(f) ] as E → E 64 and P → 0.
Families of DLS can also originate from linear modes. For small-enough focusing or defocusing nonlinearity, all the linear modes exist with slight modifications in their shape. Since P → 0 as E → E j such families of solutions do not have lower power thresholds, in contrast with 2D solitons in periodic lattices. For stronger nonlinearity DLSs may resonantly interact with modes of the linearized equation, leading to the formation of more complicated structures. The number of possible resonant interactions depends on the location of the DLS eigenvalue inside the band structure and the sign of the nonlinearity. In particular, a DLS originating from linear mode n might resonantly interact with modes 1 ഛ j ഛ n −1 if ␥ = 1 and with modes j ജ n +1 if ␥ = −1. Linear mode 1 with ␥ = 1 does not exhibit resonant interaction. This family of solutions is identical with the one discussed above that is highly confined in a single waveguide and does not have a lower power threshold. Similar arguments apply for linear mode 64 in the case of selfdefocusing nonlinearity; it does not exhibit resonant interactions before it enters the first gap and is identical with the family of highly confined DLS with ␥ = −1 that does not have a lower power threshold.
A typical example of a self-focusing family of solutions originating from a linear mode is shown in Fig.  4 . Linear mode 4 [ Fig. 4(b) ] exhibits a dipole structure with most of the power localized on waveguides 3, 5) and (3, 6) of the array (the numbers denote discrete waveguide coordinates along x and y). For a small-enough nonlinearity the resulting dipole DLS maintains its shape [Fig 4(c) ]. Owing to a resonant interaction with linear mode 3 with eigenvalue E 3 = 6.985 and maximum intensity on waveguide (8, 7) , the amplitude in this latter waveguide is increased for E տ E 3 [Fig 4(d) ]. As E further decreases the DLS interacts with linear mode 2 with eigenvalue E 2 = 6.709, which is strongly localized on waveguide (7, 2) of the array [ Fig. 4(f) ]. Notice that linear mode 1, shown in Fig. 1(d) , has a maximum amplitude in the same lattice sites with linear mode 4. We did not notice any significant change in the amplitude of this family of DLS due to a bifurcation with linear mode 1.
Subsequent resonant interactions of solitons with modes of the linearized equation can result in the eventual expansion/delocalization of the DLS. An example is shown in Fig. 5 , where a family of solutions originating from linear mode 64 [ Fig. 1(f) ] is depicted. As E decreases the DLS resonantly interacts with linear modes 63,…, 1. After several resonant interactions the mode becomes delocalized [ Fig. 5(c) ].
Notice that following [13] we can classify the families of DLS bifurcating from linear modes into three different classes. The first contains solutions that do not exhibit resonant interactions. The second class contains soliton families that bifurcate with linear modes but maintain a localized shape inside the gap. The third class contains soliton families that originate from linear modes and for strong nonlinearity turn delocalized. Finally, a fourth class of solutions contains families that have a lower power threshold and are strongly localized in the gaps.
In conclusion, we have studied families of 2D solitons supported by an NLS equation with disordered potential modeling waveguide lattices. We found that, for both signs of the nonlinearity, families of highly confined DLS exist in each waveguide of the lattice. In addition, families of DLS originate from each linear mode and may exhibit resonant interactions with the linear modes of the linearized spectrum, leading to broadening of the soliton profile. Interestingly enough, these latter families of solutions do not exhibit power thresholds. 
